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KRISZTIÁN BODNÁR 
„…WHO WILL BE CONSTRAINED BY THE BURDEN OF RESPONSIBILITY, 

YOUR RESPECTABLE LORDSHIP CERTAINLY KNOWS WELL” 
LAJOS KOSSUTH AND THE COLLECTIVE RESIGNATION OF THE SÁTORALJAÚJHELY CHOLERA 

COMMITTEE IN 1831

While among the events which took place in Zemplén county in the year 1831, the cholera 
pandemic and the connected peasant riots are well known, another episode, interesting 
from the perspective of Kossuth’s biography, has attracted far less scholarly attention: it is 
the collective resignation of the cholera committee established at Sátoraljaújhely, and their 
consequent reassumption of offi ce. The fi rst part of the study is thus a historiographical 
survey, which demonstrates that the majority of scholars have failed to explore the archival 
documents, and instead willingly exposed themselves to the infl uence of Kossuth’s self-
narratives. Most of the contemporaries thought that the prime mover behind the collective 
resignation was Kossuth. The author accordingly examines whether this view can be 
justifi ed, and addresses three related questions: did the committee in fact operate as an 
organised opposition group? Can the case be interpreted as a means of exerting pressure? 
And fi nally, what means did the comital authorities, and before all the fi rst vice-ispán, the 
pro-Habsburg László Dókus, have at their disposal to handle the problem? 

It can be stated that the group in question consisted of nobles with roughly similar 
family backgrounds, and several among them were active as opposition public fi gures. 
Although the leading role of Kossuth cannot be demonstrated beyond doubt, on the basis of 
his previous activities his dominant infl uence over the course of events can be surmised. Yet 
the case can also be seen from the perspective of the reluctance of the committee members 
to assume the functions they were expected to discharge, their failure to tolerate popular 
discontent, and also the temporal relocation of the county authorities from Sátoraljaújhely 
to nearby Velejte. The resignation and the related confl icts can consequently be explained 
by several reasons, and the collective departure itself is open to a number of different 
interpretations. 


